Overview:
The Cornell International Affairs Review is a student-run publication at Cornell University dedicated to publishing papers that contribute to our collective understanding of contemporary international affairs.

Our editors seek to curate papers that present original research and demonstrate novel arguments or interpretative approaches. Papers should preferably address events and trends that are not well-established in current scholarship, yet have immediate global relevance and engage a broader and more diverse audience beyond the traditional academic sphere.

As such, we welcome submissions from any relevant field of study, and particularly encourage papers that utilize non-English language secondary scholarship or primary sources, those that seek to address lesser-studied regions and historically underrepresented demographics, as well as those that challenge mainstream paradigms of thought and understanding.

Submission Requirements:
Submissions must be academic papers between 3,000-15,000 words in length and written in English. However, submissions will not be penalized on the basis of English proficiency alone.

Submissions must pertain to an aspect of contemporary international affairs (defined as occurring within 20 years of the current year).

Submissions must be written by either a professor, a postgraduate student, or an undergraduate student affiliated with an accredited academic institution. Papers from non-academic experts in the relevant field will also be considered for publication.

Submissions must be correctly formatted with Chicago-style citations, and include footnotes and a full bibliography.

Submissions must be sent as .pdf files or Microsoft Word documents to editor.ciar@gmail.com by the final deadline. Submissions received by the early submission deadline will receive priority consideration.

Appeals and exceptions may be granted at the discretion of the CIAR editorial board.

Deadlines:
Early Submission Deadline: January 27th, 2019
Final Deadline: February 10th, 2019